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An Adda with Poetry, Song and Discussion 

 

It was 21st April, 2019, Vinnomukh (The Other Face), 

a little magazine of New Poetry, organised a 

wonderful reading session at Kolkata. Vinnomukh is 

going to complete its 20th anniversary of publication 

and working sincerely for the advancement of New 

Poetry in Bengali literature world. It was basically an 

adda with poetry, songs and discussions, generally 

arranged on every 2 months. This time the event was 

organised at Ashis Goswami’s residence and the session was conducted by Chittaranjan Hira.  

 

Though we were 14 friends gathered for the 

adda but missing our beloved poet Soumitra 

Sengupta, who is no more with us. The 

session started with lightening a lamp to 

show our respect and love to him. Ranjan 

Maitra presented a Rabindra Sangeet to 

resound our adda with his melodious voice.   

 

Then reading session started with an introduction by 

Chittaranjan Hira, one of the editors of Vinnomukh magazine, 

an innovative contemporary poet of the new poetry world. His 

poetry is the poetry of silence, doesn’t have any artificial 

metrical rhythm but contains fine and free prosaic rhythm, 

juxtaposition of subject and object to remove the partition 

line between reality and unreality which is the sign of 

postmodernism, vacillation between possibilities and impossibilities to move towards the 

endless infinity. 

He shortly discussed about the poetic thoughts of Soumitra Sengupta:  

Soumitra was my long-time friend. Initially he was a story writer and was editor 

of ‘Chirantan’, a journal published by Mumbai Bengali Association. With the 

association of Barin Ghosal and other friends of New Poetry group at Kolkata, 

he became interested in poetry leaving the field of story writing. He was 

Figure 1Ranjan Maitra Singing Rabindra Sangeet 

Chittaranjan Hira giving introduction 

Vinnomukh banner for Reading Session 
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dedicatedly engaged in the New Poetry thought and always tried to write the 

poetry in his original voice and language.  

 

Reading Session-1:  

 
The reading session started with Sabyasachi Hazra, the 

new generation poet of Bengali New Poetry era who 

believes that writings always contain feelings, 

perception and observation of the poet and the required 

wave to get resonated in the reader’s mind, because 

these are the filled-paths, lone-paths, locus of which 

remains in the poet’s mind.  He is not only a poet but 

also a marvellous reciter. He recited poems from Bhroonder 

Soisabud (Signatures of Embryos), the latest and last poetry book by Soumitra Sengupta.  

ভ্রূণদের সইসাবেু-১ 
  
জদের োগ সীমানা আঁকদে চাঁদের শরীদর   
ববশ্রাম বেদে োঁবিদে থাকা প্রবিধ্ববনদের 
সূ্তপীকৃি কঙ্কাে ঠেদে পাওো সমমনস্ক 
 
কাঁপন ওদে হাসপািাে প্রসদে ঠেখা কেদম 
ঝরা পািার অবিমান বহমবাদহ ঠমদশ োোে 
নামাবেী জিাদনা বচবিি মাপদজাক 
 
মানবচদের স্বর ঠিদস যাে ঠয ঠকান বেশাে 
নষ্ট সুদখর েস্তানাে হরিন হে সাবােক 
সারাাংদশর ঠেখা অবিবরক্ত মাোদোষ 
 
ওখাদন নেী রাখদে ঠেঁিা ঠবািাদমর টি-শার্ট  
বািাদসর শরীদর অস্পষ্ট ডাদকর অনুরণন 
েণ্ঠদনর ঘুম োিা সবর্াই স্পর্টা োিাদনা 
 
োোচবরেদের ঠেখবে বিনরুম ববকাদর 
পাশ বিদর থাকা মদু্রাদোষরা মানষু না িুদে 
ঘুম কার্াদি খঁুদজ বনদে অনাবমকাদের 
 

Sabyasachi Hazra readung poems 
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Dialogue Session-1: 

Chittaranjan: Sabya, Soundscaping is the basis of 

your poetry. Sounding the word with a rhythm of 

pronunciation, as if some kind of musical notation is 

ringing within the poetry-script. What is the process of 

installing the music in your poetry? 

Sabyasachi: Chittada, as you know, I belief that 

resonance is the only way to communicate for any 

creative work. I remember Barin Ghosal, abstract imagery and audibility are the primary 

demand of New Poetry, which drives me to look for the acoustics at the root of any word. My 

musical background helps me to modulate the sound of the word according to my requirement 

of frame of the poetry. Sometime I break the chosen word or omit some letters from the word 

to destroy the dominance of existing meaning, truth and reasoning of the word to add a new 

meaning or sign into it. I derange the words to rearrange a different meaning for the word in 

the chaotic field of deconstruction. It’s a continuous process which forward me to the magical 

wonderland of poetry.   

 

 

Reading Session-2:  

 
Our second reader was Pronob Pal, the 

poet of language alteration, whose 

prolonged experimentation with the 

poetic language throughout 90s and 

beyond attacked grammar rules, 

etymology and the verb-based semantics of 

traditional Bengali language.  

On the basis of his discussion about Soumitra’s diasporic use of language in poetry, the 

dialogue session started directly.   

 

Dialogue Session-2: 

Runa: We know that the abstracted expansive consciousness requires expansion of word for 

New Poetry. Soumitra Sengupta used Hindi, English, Urdu word directly which gives a 

diasporic glimpse in his poems. Pronobda, though your language alteration demands the use of 

Dialogue session between Chitta and Sabya 

Pronob Pal in reading session 
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words of different languages, you never used those words directly in your poems. I like to know 

what is your alteration process of words? 

Pronob: Yes, Runa, I never use the foreign word directly in my poems. Actually, I don’t 

believe in globalization of meaning, but in globalization of words with a smell of its own native 

soil. For my language alteration, in general the following demands were the basis in the process 

of making new words: 

1. Apathy in conventional words. 

2. Renewal of words to embed the new realization in the perspective of present time and 

construction of imaginary words. 

3. Multidimensionality of words. 

4. Denial of the pressure of the organization.  

5. Expansion of words. Extraction of quality from the word or object to diversify words. 

6. De-dictionaries words, morphinised by Universities.  

7. Denial of untouchability of words and adding Bengali suffix to foreign words to change 

the meaning or grammatical function of the root word. 

8. Freeing words from professorial servitude. 

9. Either Orientalising the Western words or Occidentalising the Eastern words. 

10. Freeing words from the musk of its myth. 

11. Sloughing off dead meanings from the words and creating a symphony of 

onomatopoeia. 

12. Playing the symphony of unknown zone of the new journey of imaginary experiences, 

marinated with expansive consciousness.  

 

Reading Session-3: 

Our third reader was Dhiman 

Chakraborty, one of the editors 

of Vinnomukh magazine, much 

discussed and debated 

contemporary poet of Bengali 

New Poetry world. He is an 

iconoclast and tries to destroy our traditional culture of language 

ignoring all the rules of grammar and twisting all the metaphors in his imaginary world of 

poetry and in fact, he intends to surpass our age-old aesthetics with his different acoustics. He 

gave a glimpse of lighter side of Soumitra Sengupta. 

 

Dhiman Chakraborty Session 
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Dialogue Session-3: 

Runa: Dhimanda, as I know Barin Ghosal was always against the postmodernism, but could 

you remember the literary meet at Rupnarayanpur, arranged by Tarun Banerjee and Amit Nath, 

where Postmodernist Sameer Raychodhury and Prabhat Raychodhury were present with Barin 

Ghosal? As you were conducting the meeting, you started the debate between Postmodern and 

New Poetry. But surprisingly it was found that both the New Poetry man Barin Ghosal and the 

two Postmodernist were telling the same characteristics about poetry. I like to ask you, is there 

any conflict between Postmodern poetry and the poetry of expansive consciousness?   

Dhiman: Yes Runa, I could remember very well that exciting literary meet at Rupnarayanpur. 

As such I don’t follow any ism but always search for the new, the unconventional path. 

Negation of surrealistic centripetal path to decentralize our thoughts and deconstruction of 

reasoning to make the poetry multidimensional, abstraction of imaginary experiences to re-

meaning the concept of reality – all these ideas were common to both postmodernism and 

expansive consciousness. Only difference is that, postmodernism stigmatized the sign of 

contemporary Bengali poetry but expansive consciousness tells the process to negate the 

existing to move towards infinite possibilities.  

 

Reading Session-4: 

Our fourth reader was Indranil Biswas, a young 

contemporary Bengali poet who doesn’t believe any 

poetic branding, because, at the same time, this 

branding represses the reader and governs their 

thoughts within the boundary of the branding's style, 

which puts a barrier in the spontaneous reading of 

the reader. On the other hand, it creates the death-trap 

for the poems and poet. He believes that poetry is not just the expansion of destiny of word, 

but a continuous journey through moving imageries with unfolding semantics.  

He discussed about the writings of Soumitra Sengupta: 

এই সিাে অদনদকই আমরা ঠসৌবমেোর কববিার পােক, বনু্ধ বা সুহৃে। 
মরণশীেিার কাোদমা ঠিদে এই  ঠশাদকর বাইদর বগদে যবে ঠেবখ, িদব বযবক্তগি 
পাদে ঠসৌবমে ঠসনগুদের কববিা আমার সবসমেই উেযাপদনর, জীবদনর 
উেযাপদনর। পাে ঠযদহিু একান্তই বযবক্ত ববদশদষর িাই এখাদন যারা বদেদেন িাঁর 
প্রথম বেদকর কববিার কথা, িাঁদের সদে সহমি নই। হযাঁ, বিবন একরু্ ঠববশ 
বেদসই কববিা বেখদি এদসবেদেন গল্প বেখদি বেখদি। িবওু িাঁর কথদন সবসমেই 

Indranil Biswas in reading session 
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উদে এদসদে এই উেযাপন। ঠয ঠকানও বশল্প মার্যদমর অন্তর আত্মজজববনক। কবব 
ঠিা িার বাইদর নে। সমদের সদে সদে ঠসই অন্তর আরও ঠববশ এর অাংশ হদে 
ওোর্াই স্বািাববক। আমাদক ঠয ববষে সব চাইদি ঠববশ আকষটণ কদর, কববিার 
অদে ঠপেবিার বমদশে। সমস্ত েুুঃখদিাদগর আত্মজজববনকিার মদর্য এই ঠপেবিাই 
বযবক্তববদশদষর কথন ঠথদক সামবিকিাে উত্তরদণ সাথটক হদে ওদে। আমার বযবক্তগি 
প্রস্তাব, ঠসৌবমে ঠসনগুদের কববিার পুনরমুেযােণ জরুবর অন্তি আগামী বেদনর 
পােদকর জনয শুরু্ নে, কববিার বিন্নর্ারার কববিার ডকুদমদেশদনর জনয।  

 

Dialogue Session-4: 

Chittaranjan: Indranil, I noticed that your essays on poetry are rich with reasoning of science 

and excitation of innovative language.  I like to know about your views on New Poetry. 

Indranil: Chittada, I believe form and the language are the two foundation which is moving 

continuously. In the soul of the continuous expanding universe there are two beauties in the 

same body, known and unknown. Science constructs as well as deconstructs it and 

consciousness changes its sound-form. Here is the other life, which is the poet’s life, lone path, 

expanding within the silence. All poetries are autobiographical but poet constructs it in such a 

way that reader could see the endless infinity and the poet smiles silently. 

  

Reading Session-5: 

Our fifth reader was Runa Bandyopadhyay. Unconventional 

language and untraditional poetics is the essence of her constructional 

process. She wants to break the barrier to make the interior home of 

her own poetry. She is in the process of innovation of a new stream of 

'recurring poetry' both in Bengali and English languages. 

 

The first book of Soumitra Sengupta was Megh Suluker Chhauni (Roof of Cloud’s Secrets), 

published by Kaurab in 2005. She reviewed the book in 2006 and read here few pages from the 

review.  

I was waiting in Mahuwa1-dawn with a circle. Musical majlis2 was flying to 

take the charge of control. I was diverging from the centre while looking for the 

chordal detailing. Blusterous bombax was flying towards the half-willing moon, 

synthesis of saree in the windscreen of flight. I rolled down few signatures of 

                                                
1 Mohuwa – Madhuca Longifolia is an Indian tropical tree, flowers of which are used to make famous country 
liquor.  
2 Majlis – Arabian word, meaning special gathering among common interest groups. 
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Soumitra along the tangent of the circle, which were waiting at the perimeter to 

measure the smiling of vacillation in the Richter scale. The running track along 

the ocean was measuring the innermost earthquake. Kanchanmala3 was still 

waiting but the competing virus softened just before triggering. As a result, my 

circle remained in the halftone in spite of my all trials. Then I started to look for 

the secrets of roofing of clouds with a different perspective. Only the 

intertwined imageries of flying hanky of clouds remained in my hand and I 

started my journey through Mahuwa-dawn discarding our fantastic unreal world 

around us to reach to the abstract realities made by the poet.   

Soumitra’s voice was ringing with a cuckoo’s call to scatter a musical drug with 

different colours of closing movements of raga. Still I had to return…return to 

the inner composition to touch the melodious progression of the upper octave 

region… return to the destined lighthouse, where the hanky of clouds was flying 

with musical notation. The poet wrote his imaginary experiences by breaking 

all barriers of the language to remove all the illusive screens between real and 

unreal. It’s a journey to the imaginary world where the poet, an astronomer, 

slowly touches the soil of the earth, water of the Subornarekha river with the 

third musical note. Then flying again towards the infinite possibilities. And as 

a poetry traveler I dwell in the triangle of poet, poem and reader.  

Soumitra believed that feeling is the first point in the poetry. Don’t think, feel 

it. Then look for reasoning. Poetry becomes formless in that way. 

Dissatisfaction with the dictionarised words had driven him to create his own 

vocabularies with the feather of unknown birds to accommodate his own 

thoughts, feelings and perceptions. A poet keeps a faint link or hints willy-nilly 

in the body of the poem which is not visible easily. Construction of poetry is the 

construction of language. The deconstruction breaks the light into particles and 

scatters them on the process of construction to show the path to the poetry 

traveller. A fathomless call of poetry could be heard from the hints given by the 

poet discarding all old school of allegory, symbol and eloquence to move in the 

way of the new in the way of the green as a river stream.            

I always look for the space in the poetry, where the reader could come out from 

the poetry while staying inside the poetry. It's a little relaxation for the poetry 

                                                
3 Kanchanmala – Name of Indian women, meaning garland of gold  
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traveller where I could move around my own world of imagination. Here I want 

to be alone to make my solitary cave of silence. In the solitude between the lines 

of Soumitra’s poems my journey resounded from rhythm to rhythm-less. Then 

as a reader I return to the poetry again. With a vacillation of understanding and 

non-understanding, I keep on moving towards the unknown and unseen birds to 

explore infinite possibilities to construct my own poetry. 

 

Dialogue Session-5: 

Dhiman:  Runa, I always surprised with your process of reviewing poetry book of another 

poet. You read a poetry book, assimilates the original poems with your own perception and 

reconstructs the poem to form your poetic response to the book. This is a distinct new style to 

create infinite sentences as a result of poetic response in an Internalized Language. I like to 

know about your process of reconstruction. 

Runa:  Dhimanda, actually when I read a poetry book, I always try to discover between the 

lines. With a continuous weaving of subject and object in a moving interaction I want to fly in 

the sky. Sky is the name of freedom. Sky is the name of infinite possibilities. The light and 

dark shade of the infinity plays on my wings. To pick up the subject from life-river wonder 

gets mingled on my fingers. My lone boat is floating in the objective universe. Endless 

uncertainty of boundless particle-wave makes the boat to oscillate in endangered wonder. The 

boat of uncertainty oscillates with the conflict of object and life when it reaches the shore of 

silence by mining the interior of words of the poet. I look back into the parallel world of my 

consciousness. With the deconstruction of reasoning I start weaving the moments with silent 

tears. Leaving all the uproar I walk alone beyond the horizon, from subject to wonder, from 

wonder to conflict to compose an alternative history of my centrifugal journey. The journey 

through this excavation process always creates void magic with sunlit absence to reconstruct 

my own poems in an internalized language.  
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Reading Session-6:  
Our sixth reader was Umapada Kar, an important 

poet of contemporary Bengali New poetry, whose 

magnificent and multidimensional poems objectify an 

object to refer its properties. His constructional 

process, aversive to conventional poetry institution, 

involves a centrifugal journey by decentralizing 

consciousness, converting words into quarks which 

becomes the spark to create resonance in reader’s 

mind.  

He expressed his personal experience with Soumitra Sengupta; 

 

It was around 2003-04. I received a call from a person who was unknown to me. 

He collected my cell number from Sri Aloke Biswas, one of my poet friends 

and called me to send a prose on poetry for ‘Chirantan’, a journal published by 

Mumbai Bengali Association and edited by Sri Soumitra Sengupta. Yes, that 

was my first interaction with Soumitra Sengupta. In fact, I couldn’t send the 

prose to him for my own causes but within a short period I came to know that 

his service had been transferred from Mumbai to Kolkata. Though my residence 

was then at Berhampur, our friendship didn’t find any barrier to grow through 

telephonic conversation. Finally, I met him personally in the book-stall of 

‘Natun Kobita’ (New Poetry) in Kolkata Book-fair, 2006, where he handed over 

me his first book of poetry ‘Megh Suluker Chhauni’(Roof of Cloud’s Secrets). 

That was the true start of our friendship, which existed till his death. After that 

we met every year in the Kolkata bookfair or at Jalpaiguri Poets-meet organized 

by ‘Ekhon Bangla Kobitar Kaagoz’, edited by Atanu Bandyopadhyay. After my 

transhipment to Kolkata in January 2013, our meeting, interaction and bonding 

gradually increased. After his transfer to Jamnagar from Kolkata, our medium 

of contact changes to telephonic, face-book, what’s-app etc. When he used to 

come to Kolkata his flat was the venue of meeting place and poetry session for 

our all friends including Barin Ghosal. Once he was hospitalized at Mumbai 

with serious ailments in unconscious position. Symptoms of death were 

observed and we all started to pray for his life. His life, after all, was saved by 

a serious operation of heart to place a pacemaker. It took a big period for his 

Umapada Kar in reading session 
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actual wellness. We, the friends saw a thinner different Soumitra, who gave-up 

drinking of alcohol, fancy chew a betel-roll, i.e. all types of inebriation, and 

published a book named Pacemaker. His friendship, hospitality, generosity tied 

our poetic circle in a closed loop. In fact, he came to write poetry in middle of 

his age and started with a conviction to write poetry in the zone of New Poetry 

and managed efficiently within a short period. He made his signature in the 

poetry with his own voice and language. Publishing 7 poetry book in only 14 

to15 years of his journey, alongside his typical high voltage service in a private 

sector company, was not very easy. Just 3 days before his death we talked over 

mobile which was his last voice to me. He used to send different quotations of 

eminent persons of different fields in every morning through What’s-app 

message. His last message stroked my mobile but I could not answer him in due 

time, which becomes my deep wounds that will never be cured.  

Umapada Kar read his letter in response to Soumitra’s poetry book Pacemaker: 

বপ্রে ঠসৌবমে, 
আমার শুদিো আর িাদোবাসা জানাই। ঠিামার কববিার বই ‘ঠপসদমকার’ 
পিোম। আমার িাদো ঠেদগদে। ঠবশ িাদো। ঠিামার ‘ঠমঘ সুেদুকর োউবন’ 
আমার পিা। মাদঝর বিনদর্ বই একদে পবিবন ঠিকই, বকন্তু বনশ্চেই িার 
অবর্কাাংশ কববিা আমার বববেন্নিাদব পিা, বববিন্ন পে-পবেকার কেযাদন, আড্ডাে। 
(ববদশষিুঃ নিুন কববিা, বিন্নমুখ, এখন ইিযাবেদি) ‘ঠপসদমকার’ এই বসবরজ 
কববিাে স্বেন্দ দ্রুিিাে ঠয ভ্রমণ িুবম করে িার পূবটািাস আমার বেেই। ৫০টি 
িরে সম্ববেি এই ঠপসদমকাদরর একর্া জােগা অবিনব ঠেদগদে, ঠয, এগুবে ববস্তার 
ঠপদেদে বনজস্ব একর্া সমে-স্থান িাদি, ঠকাথাও ঠববশ উচ্চবকি নে, ঝর্কা নে, 
আেদি পিা নে, আবার ঠকাথাও পাদের িোর মাটি সবরদে ঠনবার মদিা োজকু 
নে, একেম হোৎ বনচু হদে অঘর্ন ঘটিদে ঠেবার নে, নে বমবেদে যাবার মদিা 
অবিমানী। বরাং একর্া েদে, একর্া অবিমখু ঠরদখ, ক্রম ববস্তাদরর পথ র্দর আরও 
ববস্তাদরর ক্ষমিার্ারী। শব্দচেন ও িাষাবেণ এই না-উচ্চ না-নীচ িরেমাোর 
অনষুদে প্রকৃি সেি কদরদে, িাই কুশেী এই িাি-ববস্তার হার্ট -ববর্দকই (কববর) 
মদন করাে। আত্মজজববনক, ঠেখা ও ঠশানার বরপাল্স, ঠপ্রম ও বেবরকযাে ঠমজাদজর 
ববডাং সব বমবেদে ‘ঠপসদমকার’ একর্া নিুন হার্ট দকই ঠরিার কদর। িাদো োদগ। 
এখাদন স্বল্প কথাে আমার িবে ও িাদোোগার্া প্রকাশ করদি চাইোম। পদর 
কখনও ঠকাথাও ঠকাদনা সুদযাদগ আবার পিব, এবাং… 
িাদো ঠথদকা।  
শুদিোসহ 
উমাপে।                        কেকািা, এবপ্রে ২০১৩ 
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Dialogue Session-6: 

Soubhik:  Umada, as we have seen the language alteration by creating new word in Pronobda’s 

poetry, you generally don’t move in that way. Still the flavour of New Poetry could be sensed 

in your poetry. What is the basis of this magic in your process of writings? 

Umapada: No Soubhik, there is no magic as such. New poetry always seeks to expand the 

consciousness and freedom from conventional poetry. Properties of an object is more important 

than the object. As a result, the reality of a poet is his awareness about this quality. The truth 

in the possibilities of happening is more than that of the already happened and it is 

multidimensional. In fact, the appearance of the object in the imaginary reality is completely 

different. I try to install this imaginary reality with a conscious construction of sentence.   

 

Reading Session-7: 

Our seventh reader was Ranjan Maitra, a 

new lyricist in the New Poetry world. His 

poems are lyrical but certainly contains 

neither lyric rhyme, nor rhythm, but a 

musical sense of proportion to control his 

waywardness of words in his poetry. His 

experimental process always tries to discover a new way to denounce the conventional poetry 

to announce the possibilities of New Poetry. The restless motion of the body language of the 

word in his poetry marks the signature of expansive consciousness. 

He read his poem, published in Notun Kobita (New Poetry) little magazine, March, 2012: 

 

ঠেবসাং 
 
পাদে বে 
হোৎ বাল্ব কাদর্ 
এই ব’েবেে 
এই বিি বিোদমে 
িার মদুখামবুখ গ’বে 
পাদে বে 
একর্া ক্রবশাং আবেবাগ 
একর্া িুেিুোইো 
বে-র্াদন মাে হদে আদস 
 
িুবম গজদে রদেে 

Ranjan Maitra reading his poetry 
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শীি ঠেখদে 
আদরাহন 
সপাদর্ ঠসাোর্ভট  েরূ ঠথদক 
শীি ঠেখদে 
ঠরাহন ঠরাহন ক’ঠর রাগনাম ঠখাো 
যাে 
জাে যাে বে যাে 
ঠগাে শব্দটি হস্মখু 
আকাদশ আকাদশ বেদখ একর্া 
আউর্সাইর্ 
ডজ ঠিার্াদনার বাগ 
িাদো োগদে বকনা 
ক্রবশাং োগদে বকনা উত্তদরর ব্রডদগজ 
উইণ্ডবচর্ার ঠথদক ঠেবসাং বনদেে 
প্রেদের পর িারা আদোর িাইদবান 

 

Dialogue Session-7: 
 

Sabyasachi: Ranjanda, your poetry is altogether different than Pronobda or Umada’s poetry. 

As I see not only making new words but also placement or application of words in the sentence 

in the syntactical space is important to you. Moreover, you break the succession of your 

sentence to fill the gap with musical tune. I like to know your process of construction. 

Ranjan: Yes, Sabya, you know music is my first love. When I pronounce a Bengali word, I 

could hear its musical measure, rhythm, oscillation and objection. I don’t require to install 

artificial rhythm in my poetry, rather I try to infuse the rhythm in the soul of my construction. 

As Barinda told, I write new poetry of nature. Yes, I like to go trekking for poetry for the 

renewal of slit in my brain. But this slit never produce nature to refer sun, moon, star, bird, tree, 

flower, jungle or mountain, rather refers to the nature of my own world of imaginary reality.  

 

Reading Session-8:  
Our eighth reader was Tapan Das, a notable contemporary poet 

of Bengali New Poetry world. An endless abstraction is the root 

of his poetry. The poet, passionate with beauty, creates an 

abstract outline of his phenomenal experiences, and the reader 

becomes tuned with the abstract image made by his poem’s 

words. His experimental process creates a multidimensional 
Tapan Das in reading session 
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space where the expansive consciousness could be felt through his abstract moving imageries, 

carries the signature of New Poetry.  

He expressed his personal experience with Soumitra Sengupta and the dialogue session started 

directly. 

Dialogue Session-8: 

Ranjan:  Tapan, you talked about the abstraction in Soumitra’s poem. I like to know how the 

abstraction works in the process of your construction of poetry? 

Tapan:  Ranjanda, I use my word to make the image in my poetry and to keep the radical 

individuality of my image I use abstraction. I believe thought itself is abstract. The image has 

to pass through different media, through optical media, neural network and finally after endless 

filtering by our individual perception get stored in our brain. Thereafter when I start writing 

the poetry-script (as Barin Ghosal told), the original image comes to me in abstract form.   

 

Reading Session-9:  
Our ninth reader was Ashis Goswami, 

an introvert poet in nature but extrovert 

in poetic expression. His centrifugal 

journey by decentralizing 

consciousness creates moving 

imagery. His poetry always searches 

for the association between music, image and 

science. Flight is the name of the sky, bird is the hints of freedom and flight of birds to 

uncertainty expands the feather of possibilities – this conceptual idea plays the tune of his 

conscious construction of New Poetry.  

He expressed his personal experience with Soumitra Sengupta. 

কবব ঠসৌবমে ঠসনগুে সম্পদকট  আবম সামানয বকেু বযবক্তগি কথাই বেব। ঠকননা িাঁর 
ঠেখা বনদে অদনদকই গুরুত্বপূণট মেূযােন কদরদেন। প্রথদমই ববে ওনার সাদথ খুব ঠববশ 
ঠমশার সুদযাগ হেবন আমার। ঠসৌবমেোর সদে কদেক বের আদগ কবি হাউদস কবব 
র্ীমান চক্রবিীর মার্যদম আোপ। ঠসখাদন র্ীমান চক্রবিী োিাও ইন্দ্রনীে ববশ্বাস, প্রণব 
পাে, রঞ্জন মমে, ঠসৌবমে ঠসনগুে এমনকী রিন োসও বেদেন। এই ঠশদষাক্ত েজুন আর 
আমাদের মদর্য ঠনই, এই কথার্া িাবদিই বদুকর ঠিির হুহু কদর ওদে। ঠিা ঠসই কবি 
হাউদসর আড্ডাে নানা কথার মদর্য বাাংো র্াইবপাং বনদেও কথা হবেে। আবম ও ইন্দ্র 
খুব মদনাদযাগ বেদে শুনবেোম। কারণ আমরা িখদনা হাদি ঠেখা খসিা ও ঠশষ পযটন্ত 
হাদি বেদখই কববিা বা ঠেখা পাোিাম। ঠসৌবমেো ঠস কথা শুদন আমাদক Bangla Word 
এর একর্া CD ঠেন এবাং বদেন এর্া Install কদর ইাংরাবজ অক্ষর বেদে বাাংো উচ্চারদণ 

Ashish Goswami in Reading session 
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বেখদি হদব। আবম বেোম বকন্তু CD কীিাদব ঠিরি ঠেদবা। ঠসৌবমেোর কাদে ঐ 
একর্াই CD বেে িাও উবন বদেবেদেন ঠিরি বেদি হদব না। এরপর একবার - এখন 
বাাংো কববিার কাগজ এর আমন্ত্রদণ জেপাইগুবি ও োর্াগুবিদি কববিা পাে ও আদোচনাে 
অাংশিহণ কদরবেোম। ঠসখাদন এক ঠেদন যাওো, একসাদথ আবম র্ীমানো, ঠসৌবমেো, 
বচত্তরঞ্জন হীরা একই রুদম বেোম। ঠসই জাবনটর পুদরার্াই অথটাৎ NJP ঠথদক শুরু কদর 
জেপাইগুবি োর্াগুবি আবার জেপাইগুবিদি বিদর আসা পযটন্ত ঠসৌবমেো একর্া ইদনািা 
গাবি ঠরদখ বেদেবেদেন। ঠসই গাবিদিই জেে ভ্রমণ জেদের পবরেন্ন রাস্তাে মহজহ কদর 
পা েবিদে বদস পিা। ঠসৌবমেো ঠযন মর্যমবণ। ঠযন বশশুর জীবন বিদর ঠপদেদেন। 
উবন একটি সাংস্থার উঁচু পদে চাকবর করদিন, বকন্তু িার বেঁদর্দিাঁর্াও কখনও প্রকাশ 
করদি ঠেবখবন। রাদি বেে কববিা পাদের আসর, ঠসখাদন বিবন কবব ঠসৌবমে ঠসনগুে। 
এমন উোর ও মকু্ত মদনর মানষু বেদেন আমাদের ঠসৌবমেো। ইোনীাং িাঁর কববিাে 
এক অনযরকম প্রিযাশা ঠজদগ উেবেে, ঠিক িখনই ... মদন পদি একবার বিবন আমাদক 
বদেবেদেন, আবশস ঠিামাদক ঠিসবদুক কদব friendship request পাঠিদেবে, িুবম বক বকেু 
ঠেখবন? সবিযই আবম ঠেবখবন ঠসৌবমেো, িাই বদে এইিাদব ঠশার্ ঠনদবন! আবম আপনাদক 
ঠিসবদুক friendship request পাঠিদেবে বকন্ত এখনও ... আজ আমরা আপনার পথ ঠচদে 
বদস আবে অথচ আপবন সব ঠিদে ঠকান অবচন ঠেদশ চদে ঠগদেন। 

 

 

Dialogue Session-9:   

Runa: Since you have grown up in a musical environment and being a composer and specialist 

in playing Tabla, it is more likely to construct the rhythmically charged poetry. I like to know 

are you doing it consciously?  

Ashis: Runadi, actually music flows through my vein. My neural cells always vibrate with the 

sound of words, with the rhythm of life. Words are constantly altering themselves to listen my 

inner silence and transformed into my poems. Though I could hear the rhythmic pattering of 

words in my mind unconsciously, installation of the word in the poem is completely conscious 

process for me.  

 

Reading Session-10: 

Our tenth reader was Dr. NrisinghaMurari Dey, lives in Kolkata, a 

surgeon by profession and also poet and essayist, loves new poetry 

and experiments with Bengali language.  

 

 

 

 

 

NrisinghaMurari Dey Session 
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He expressed his personal experience with Soumitra Sengupta; 

First I met Soumitra at Jolpaiguri while I was there for a three days’ poetry 

conference. Though we were recognised by our name but not met till then. I had 

passed a pretty long time with Soumitra and came to know he was a expert 

drinker. However, our discussion and dialogue was submerged in poetry and 

best attention towards new form of poetry, which was almost all exchange of 

thought regarding anatomy of poetry. Perhaps structure of a poetry became 

senile on its long long journey. This senile structure of poetry could not render 

beautiful test and feeling of poetry. Hence a new form is necessary and also 

having accountability at the same time. Soumitra was a bit senior by age to me. 

But no matter for us for friendship. Owing to my lack of time, I had not been a 

useful member of the poetry world. I am carrying on this disability along with 

my total life. So that my poet friends are failed to meet me, I also miss them 

continuously. Even I found some of them a total change of look for meeting 

after long time. This also happened in case of Soumitra. I had only chance to 

meet him yearly at Kolkata Bookfair.  He had a exclusive big heart to glorify 

our glorious meetings. I shall never forget it. His hospitality also stands on a 

high status. His offerings were also on high level. Soumitra has presented me 

his three poetry books, which I read sincerely. I remember him as a big hearted 

person as well as best hospitality offering person as well as author of New 

Poetry.  

 

Reading Session-11: 

Our eleventh reader was 

Soubhik Dutta, a young 

Bengali poet, experimenting 

with New poetry in his own way. 

He uses his words in his poetry 

to make resonating moving 

image, an abstraction of his imaginary experiences.   

 

 

 

Shoubhik Dutta reading his poetry 
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He read his two fresh poems: 

ঠেঁিাবচঠির অাংশ    
                                   
এক 
গুবেদে রাখদে আদোিবিট  বন্দকু।শুবকদে আসা শীিকাে। 
কােুদর ঠপাকার োঁির্ানা ঝাউযাপন এইমাে ঠশষ।চামিার 
বেদক একর্া সাো বে গবিদে বেদেে।দচৌহবির ঠিিদরই রাি আদস 
জদের আেগা বনেদম।পাবখচাোদনর বেদক কীিাদব পাথর োবিদে যাদব 
িুবম িি ঠকাজাগরী নও। রূপচচট ার এই সযাঁিদসদঁি স্বদেরা ঠিামার অনশুীেন। 
েষূণ সাংক্রান্ত বচঠিপদে িুবম বকেুর্া োট্টা িদর রাখদি পাদরা,ঝকঝদক অদপক্ষার 
কাদে ঠিদে আসদি পাদরা একর্া োণ্ডা ঠরাগা েরূববোস। 
 
েইু 
অথচ সহজ বিদর যাওো বেে।র্মনী আববষ্কাদরর পূবটমহূুদিট  
শিট হীন একর্া হিযােশৃয িুবম েক্ষয কদরে।পুরু েুবরর গিীরিা 
ঠমদপদে ডানদচাখ।িসে আসদে না, িাদক র্ার্কা একর্া োে রদের ঠমারগ পাঠিও। 
হাঁরু্ মদুি বসা সূযটদক জাবনও ঠবশযাপল্লীর গবেি ঠিকানা।দকৌিুদকর কাদে 
র্দর রাখা এই ঠশাক ঠিামাে রক্তদক রাস্তা িাবদি সাহাযয করদব।আর এই 
পাহািদচরা েরজার ওপাদরও িুবম এক সুস্থ হাসপািাে।ঠিকোক মাবনদে যাদব মবনবদন্ধ 
  পাথর বসার আদগই। 
 
Dialogue Session-11: 
 

Dhiman: As you know Shoubhik, New Poetry is the poetry without any signs and legacy in 

the style of old poetry, I like to know about your process of writing.  

Soubhik: Dhimanda, my process includes the deconstruction of linguistic signs and a 

continuous process of effusion and fusion with the text. The process gives me tremendous joy 

of moments. As I believe that the joy of writing is the wealth of writings and when this joy 

mingled with writings, someone will definitely sense it and that is my only demand from 

poetry.  

 

Reading Session-12: 

Our twelfth reader was Arun Kumar Dutta, a 

young poet and painter in the New Poetry field. 

Leaving the traditional poetry field, he does lot 

of experiments to invent his own way to install 

his own idea into poetry. He believes in his own 
Arun Kumar Dutta reading his poetry 
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process and aware of each and every turning and phase of his process. He read from his first 

poetry book Sojneghor O Byasbiral. 

 
আসে গল্পটি শুরু হদে না বকেুদিই! শুরু্ কনসার্ট  চেদে 
যুগযুগ র্দর... 
# 
এই ঠয ইমদনর র্াইমকে ঠবদজ উেে; করিদে কাবটনপুর 
ঠথদক ঠরাবমো গান্ধার 
অববর্ ঠঘািার ওষুর্ বনদে ঠোর্ােুটি। েদুর্রার িবসে যাদে 
পাদে আর্দক। িারপর  
েব ও োবদণযর বমবেরান      ঠেদখ      ঠর্াঁোর 
কযাসে ঠথদক বাঘমািাই-এর 
মা মা      প্লুিসন্ধযাে     ঠেখা একর্া পাহাি অথবা সমদু্র! সাো ঠমদো  
ববিাদের ঠঘারাঘুবর। পাইনসম্রাদর্র বনদেট দশ গবিদে গবিদে চো ববসগটপুেীরা... 
# 
অন্তবরক্ষ সম্বদন্ধ বকেুই র্ারণা ঠনই। মাটির উপদর এি আিম্বর র্মট... 
# 
অন্তি কযাবেপাসট ঠমামটিদক বনদে ঠববশ ঠকউ ওিার কথা িুদেও িাবদে না!  
অন্তি করবীদেদনর িার্া কযাদেডুোে েদুর্া এদসার্াইম পাবখ এখন ঠডদক  
উেদিই পাদরন! অন্তি ঠকাদনা রাওোর্ বপিার অন্নোপাবেি সুরমাদক কথা  
বো     বাহান্নপদবটর িুবমই      ঋিু, ঠসবমঝুে মাটি পদর স্বরার্শাবসি এস 
 

Dialogue Session-12: 

Runa: Arun, since you are a painter and as we all know that painting is also a medium of self-

revelation – are you thinking about the possibility of mixing poems and painting in your writing 

process?   

Arun: Yes, Runadi, my painting perception always plays a big role in my poems. I believe the 

essence of all poetry and paintings are the perception and expression of imaginary experiences 

of the artist. The light dispersed from the tuned complex network of the background-less neuron 

of the artist will illuminate the consciousness of the audience – this is our only expectation 

from any type of artistic presentation. As a painter my perception is expressed with the colours 

and lines in my painting, but there is a form even though it is abstract. However, the poem is 

un-embodied. So, as a poet, passionate with beauty, I create an abstract outline of my 

phenomenal experiences, and expect that the reader becomes tuned with the abstract image 

made by the words of my poems. 
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Reading Session-13: 

 

Our thirteenth reader was Samiron Kundu, a young 

Bengali poet. He read his new poetry in the session. 

 

 

 

Book Launch: The Magical Five Oven by Pronab Kumar Dey. 

Pronab Kumar Dey, an 

intrepid mountaineer, was 

born in the steel city of 

Jamshedpur in 1954. He was 

nick-named Paharu, the 

mountain man, by his friends 

at an early age due to his 

passion for roaming the hills. 

Pronab has won many national 

and international photographic awards and 

his work has been showcased in prestigious Social Responsibility Missions of Tata Motors, 

where he worked. His boyhood days in the pristine surroundings of Dalma hills and his 

cherished friendship with late Umaprasad Mukhopadhyay, the well-known writer and lover of 

the Himalaya., have forged his bond with the great mountains in all its glory. Out and out he is 

a devoted Himalayan traveller from east to west, climbing difficult mountain and leading teams 

or climbing group of people, sometimes solo into the Himalayas.  

The Magical Five Oven is Pronab’s 

second book of photography. Parimal 

Bhattacharya has described the book 

as a journey, not in the photographic 

or geographic sense, but of a more 

intimate kind. For this, Pronab Kumar 

Dey has chosen one of the most 

beautiful regions in the Himalaya, but, 

rather than taking pretty scenic Pronab Kumar Dey on the way of Panchachulli 

Book launch of Pronab Kumar Dey by Dhiman and Runa  
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photographs, has chronicled a way of seeing. Here are 

terraced fields that appear like layers of silt left by a 

tide, stands of pine dissolving in mist as in a Japanese 

wash painting, a filigree of frosted leaves that appear 

like precious jewels and a young face that sets off the 

ancient woodwork on a hill cottage … On every page 

there is a dialogue between the permanent and the 

evanescent, and an element of magic. It is a magic that goes beyond the dry techniques of 

photography, and is created by an eye that is innocent and meditative, equally enamoured of 

the big and the small, of the snow-capped ranges bathed in golden sunset and the tiny wild 

flower bursting into life. A journey that begins when we close the book and the images begin 

to germinate in the mind, and flood us with renewed love for this world made up of light and 

colour.  

 

 

 

Participants:   

Poets of the Session: Shoubhik Dey, Ashis Goswami, Samiron Kundu, Umapada Kar, NrisnghaMurari Dey, 

Dhiman Chakraborty, Chittaranjan Hira, Ranjan Maitra, Arun Kumar Dey, Tapan Das, Sabyasachi Hazra, Runa 

Bandyopadhyay (from right) 

Chittaranjan Hira:  

An important Bengali poet of this time, was born and brought 

up in Kolkata. He is one of the most innovative Bengali 

writers of 80’s. He is focussing on alternative literary pursuits 

and experimenting with contemporary poetic language. In the 

year of 1990, his first poetry book Swatantro Ishwar 

(Independent God) was published. After that, he authored 

several poetry-books: Baknadi Mayajal (Word-River Water-

Illusion, 1995), Footnote-e Surjoday (Sunrise at Footnote, 
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Vinnomukh Pub, 2015), Nirasakto Bishadtara (Indifferent Melancholic Star, Vinnomukh Pub, 

2016) to name a few amongst them. His essay collection Kobitar Manobhumite (At the Mind 

Base of Poetry, Lokesokha Pub, 2009), Gahane Abogahane Kobi Manjush (Deep Immersing 

with Poet Manjush, Sahitya Romgberomg Pub, 2015). Chittaranjan Hira edited two poetry 

anthology, Kobita Bohota Nodi (Poetry a Flowing River, 1985) and Eie Chhorar Bone Satyajit 

(Satyajit at the Jungle of this Rhymes, 1992). He’s one of the editors of Vinnomukh (The Other 

Face) magazine for more than 15 years. Chittaranjan Hira bagged many awards namely 

Manjush Dasgupta Memorial Award, Sahitya Rangberong Award etc. for different books.  

 

Dhiman Chakraborty:  

One of the editors of Vinnomukh, born and brought up in 

Kolkata. His first edited magazine was Aalaap 

(Introduction / Conversation). His first poetry book 

Aapnaader Smarane (In the Memory of You) was 

published in 1987. After that, he authored several poetry-

books: Aaguner Aaraamkedaaraa (The easy-chair of 

Fire, Agami Pub, 1989), Dream Sequence and Snake 

Ladder (1998), DhusorGypsy BrishtiRicksaw (Grey-Gypsy Rain-Ricksaw, Kabita 

Pakshik Pub, 1999), Saadaa Aashroy (The white Shelter, Nandimukh Sangsad Pub, 

2005), Paakhider Robbaar (Sunday of The Birds, 2010), Sthanio Rong (Local Colour, 

2010), Jebra parapar Theke (From Jebra Crossing, Natun Kabita Pub, 2011) to name a 

few amongst them. His poetry collection Dhimaner Charaachar (The Universe of 

Dhiman, Kaurab Pub, 2008), and prose collection Beje Otha Surjasta (Ringing Sunset, 

Natun Kabita Pub, 2009). Chhayader Bhalotuku (The fair parts of Shadows, 

Vinnomukh Pub, 2015), Bhule Jaowar Khela (Play of Oblivion, Vinnomukh Pub, 

2016), Jolchobir Shunyaguli (Voids of transfer-picture, Ekhon Bangla Kobitar Kagoj, 

2019). He jointly edited Postmodern Bangla Poetry in 2001. Dhiman Chakraborty 

bagged many awards for different books, Vishnu Dey Award (1990), Kaustav Award 

(1997), Kabita Pakhsik Honorary Award (1998), Sei Sandipan Honorary Award (2001), 

Manjush Dasgupta Memorial Award (2003), Sahitya RongBerong (2007), Aami-

Magazine Honorary Award (2010), KaalKatha-Magazine Honorary Award (2016).  

 

http://galatearesurrects2017.blogspot.in/2017/05/the-fair-parts-of-shadows-by-dhiman.html
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Pronob Pal:  

An eminent Bengali poet and essayist in the new poetry group, born 

in 1954 in West Bengal, postgraduate in Bengali language and 

literature from Kolkata University. He is a founding editor 

of Anti and later Kabita Campus (Poetry Campus) experimental 

Bengali poetry journals. He is the authors of several 

books: Bhashha Badaler Kabita (Poetry of Language Alteration, 

Kobita Campus Pub, 1994), Shastraheen Chalaar Bedanaa (The 

pain of striding outside the manual, 2004), Magic Canvas (1991), 

Ekla Orchestra ( Orchestra Alone, Kobita Campus Pub, 1997),  

Bhashhabadaler Podyo (Poetry of Language Alteration, Kobita Campus Pub, 2007), 

Rodegraph (Graph of Sun, Natun Kobita Pub, 2011), Bhashhabadaler Godyo (Prose of 

Language Alteration, Natun Kobita Pub, 2013), Zazabar (Nomad,  Natun Kobita Pub, 2014), 

Bhashhabadaler Mandakranta O onnyo kobita (A book of Mandakranta and Rhythmical 

Poetry of Language Alteration, Kaurab Pub, 2018).  He edited Canvas-70, a collection of 

poetries. He was featured author in Ekhon bangla kobitar kaagoj in 2008 and in Chouban 

Magazine in 2012. 

 

Ranjan Maitra:  
An important poet in the world of New Poetry, lives at Kolkata. 

Despite of his preference to stay outside the light of official verse 

culture, he is one of the favourite poets among the poets and 

readers in the New Poetry world. His first poetry book Amar 

Aajan (My Call to Prayer) published by RigVaidika in 1989. 

After that he authored several books on poetry: Subarna Runway 

(Golden Runway, pub: Kaurab, 1993), Seven Belowor Bari 

(House of Seven Below, pub: Kobita Campus, 1997), Alatoya 

Audio Monjuri (Light-Searching Audio Bud, pub: New Poetry, 2008), Collocal Train (Co-

Local Train, Pub: Kourab, 2008), RanjanRashmi (Ray of Ranjan, Selected Poetry Collection, 

pub: Kaurab, 2011), Paa ke bole Dekhi (Let Me Tell My Leg, pub: New Poetry, 2016). He’s 

the co-editor of ‘Natun Kobita' magazine for more than 10 years.  
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Umapada Kar:  

An eminent Bengali poet and essayist in the new poetry group, a 

hard-core traveller, born in 1955 and brought up in Beharampur, 

Murshidabad. Presently lived at Kolkata. He was co-editor of 

‘Shrabosti’ and associated with ‘Rourob’ little magazine. He was 

associated for a few years with performing art like drama, theatre, 

recitation, symbolic drama, dance drama etc. He was also 

participating in debate, seminar, speech etc. His first poetry book Rituporber Nach (Dance of 

Seasonality) published by Kobita Pakhshik in 1997. After that, he authored several poetry and 

prose books: Koyek Alokborsho Dure (Few Light-years Away, pub: Roktomangso, 2002), 

Porijayee Cholo (Let us migrate, pub: Rourob, 2005), Bhanga Piyanor Paa (Leg of Broken 

Piano, Pub: Bhashabondhan, 2009), Apor Bosonta (Another Spring, Pub: Kobita Campus, 

2009),  Dhonuk Kothay Swar (Voice with Bowed Tone, Pub: 9ya Doshok, 2011),  Nodite 

Sayong Bhese Jay (Floating twilight in the river, Pub: Ekhon Bangla Kobitar Kagoj, 2014), 

Noirite Bishube (In the Southwest Equinox, Pub: Akash, 2017), Namiye Rakha Chokh (Low 

Bow Eyes, Pub: Srishtisukh, 2018), Aanarkolir Tanpura (Tanpura of Anarkoli, pub: Ekhon 

bangla kobitar kaagoz, 2019). Collection of long poems Balmanusher Jhunjhunat (Jingling of 

Childish Man, Pub: Srishtisukh, 2016), Prose: Riledourer Anishesh (The Endless Relay Race, 

Pub: Aihik, 2017), Rabindra Kobita: Ajker Uthone (Poetry of Rabindranath: In Present Day, 

Pub: Khorimati, 2017).   

Indranil Biswas:  
An important Bengali poet, essayist and critique of this time, born in 

1969 and brought up in Kolkata. He’s an anthropologist and working 

in the Anthropological Survey of India. Apart from being a creative 

poet he also wears a creative hat as a Bengali translator and essayist. 

He has been actively engaged in the Bengali Little Magazine 

movement for the last decade. His first poetry book Abbulish (The 

Intermission Signal) was published in the year of 2015. He’s the part 

of the editorial board of Bengali little magazine Vinnomukh (The 

Other Face).  
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Sabyasachi Hazra:   

A young Bengali poet of this time, born and brought up at Kolkata. 

He is a computer engineer by profession and authored several 

poetry book: Tritiyo Flower Show (The Third Flower Show, 2010), 

Ovanor Ovene (In the Oven of Ovano, 2011), Possibility O 

Tilybissip (Possibility And Tilybissip, 2013), Utbikaar (Perversion 

of Camel, 2015), 9 Anka 0 (Zero with a drawing of 9, 2016), 

Anupaharer Jolchobi (Water-Picture of AnuHill, 2017). 

 

Runa Bandyopadhyay: 

A bilingual Poet, essayist, translator and critique in the New Poetry 

world. Though she is a Scientist by profession yet fully addicted by 

the drug of innovative experimental literature. In her innovative 

'recurring poetry' stream she authored Nocturnal Whistle, in English 

published by Cyberwit in 2019, and  Antarbarty Pangkti (Between the 

Lines) and Tamaser Alokbhromon (Light-Travel of Dark) in Bengali, 

published by Kaurab in the year of 2012 and 2017 respectively. She recently translated and co-

edited the anthology Bridgeable Lines: An Anthology of Borderless World Poetry in Bengali 

with 12 contemporary American poets. Apart from that she is the author of 4 poetry books, 2 

story books and a collection of hybrid essays in Bengali language. She co-edited an anthology 

Hardcore Kaurab-2 with poet Barin Ghosal, published by Kaurab in 2013. Runa has translated 

numerous international poets bidirectional between English and Bengali including Charles 

Bernstein, Murat Nemet-Nejat, Eileen Tabios, Barin Ghosal, Swadesh Sen, Alok Sarkar etc. 

She is the Contributing Editor for the American magazine Dispatches from the Poetry War.  

Ashis Goswami:  

Bengali poet and composer of this time, born and brought up in Kolkata. 

He authored two numbers of poetry book: Pakhi Ek Britto Padhyati 

(Bird is a Circular Process, pub: Ekhon Bangla Kobitar  Kagoj, 2011), 

Achena Golir Askara (Indulgence of Unknown Lane, Pub: Vinnomukh, 

2015). As a composer his published CD of Albums are Jodi Kokhono 

(If Ever, Pub:Gathani, 2016) and a CD of Musical Drama Aporajita 

(Unconquered, 2005).  

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/runa.bandyopadhyay.397
https://www.amazon.com/dp/9388125614/ref=olp_product_details?_encoding=UTF8&me=&qid=1551675422&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.in/Ontorbortee-Pongkti-%E0%A6%85%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%80-%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BF-Bandyopadhayay/dp/9381856001/257-8290827-8890405?_encoding=UTF8&keywords=%20Runa%20Bandyopadhayay&portal-device-attributes=desktop&qid=1461345947&ref_=sr_1_1&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.dispatchespoetrywars.com/poetry/play-of-oblivion-by-dhiman-chakraborty-tr-runa-bandyopadhyay/
https://www.amazon.in/Tamos-Journal-Runa-Bandyopadhayay/dp/9381856109/ref=sr_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1461345947&sr=1-2&keywords=+Runa+Bandyopadhayay
https://www.amazon.in/dp/1635356229?_encoding=UTF8&%2AVersion%2A=1&%2Aentries%2A=0&portal-device-attributes=desktop
https://www.amazon.in/Hardcore-2-Barin-Ghosal/dp/9381856125/ref=sr_1_3?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1461345947&sr=1-3&keywords=+Runa+Bandyopadhayay
https://www.ongshumali.com/%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%B0%E0%A6%AD%E0%A6%99%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%97%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%B0-%E0%A6%95%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A4%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AC-2/
https://www.dispatchespoetrywars.com/dispatches-news/dispatches-contributing-editor-runa-bandyopadhyay-interviews-charles-bernstein-lnk/
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Soubhik Dutta:  

 

A young Bengali poet in the New Poetry world. He authored several poetry 

book: Hieroglyphics (pub: Kobita Campus, 2001), Raat Hnaata Roaming 

Station (Night Roaming Station, pub: Ekhon bangla kobitar kagoj and 

Journey 90s, 2010), Kotha Bola Chokh (Speaking Eye, pub: Ekhon bangla 

kobitar kagoj, 2013), Nirjon Tamak (Lone Tobacco, pub:  Notun Kobita, 

2017). 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Nrisingha Murari Dey:  
 

 

A surgeon in profession, poet and essayist, loves new poetry and 

experiments with Bengali language. He lives at Kolkata and  authored a 

book of poetry: Neelkotha (Blue Talk), two books of essay: Abokhoybad 

(Decadentism), Athato Jibonshilpo (After This Life Artistry), and a book 

of drama: Sat 17 Satattor (Seven Seventeen Seventy-seven).  

 

 

Tapan Das: 

A young Bengali poet from Kolkata, experimenting with New poetry 

in his own way. He authored Golapi Megher Crossing (Crossing of 

Pink Cloud, 2007), Mimicry (2010), Agami Jamar Ringtone 

(Ringtone of Future Jacket, 2011), Rong Borong Kotha (Rather Tale 

of Colour, 2011), Nesha Bolte Nei (Shouldn’t Tell About Addiction, 

2012), Poribritto (Circumcircle, 2013), Topchnachi Sargam (Musical 

Note of Topchnachi, 2014), O…Smita (2017). 

 

Arun Kumar Dutta:  

A young Bengali poet, was born in 1982 at Kolkata. Graduated in Bengali 

language and literature from Kolkata University. Not only a poet, he is also 

an eminent painter and bagged Emone Chitrakola Somman (Emone 

Painting Honorary Award) for his paintings. He authored the poetry book 

Sojneghor O Byasbiral published by Itikotha publication. 
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Samiron Kundu:  

A young Bengali poet from Kolkata and deeply interested in the New 

Poetry writings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Silent Participents: 

 

 

Debjani Goswami and Nilanjona Goswami, wife and 

daughter of the poet Ashis Goswami, interesting 

audiences and listeners for our poetry session. They are 

also famous in our poetic circle for their hospitality and 

generosity. 

 

  

Debjani & Nilanjona Goswami 


